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FOREWORD

An Air and Space Academy working group carried out an analysis that looked back on
the development procedures of today’s military rotorcraft, the vast majority of which
were developed and built in European cooperation, in order to identify the needs and
specifications for a new generation of VTOL (Vertical Take-Off and Landing) aircraft
and the proper methods for European cooperation.
The purpose of this dossier is to issue recommendations for the near future.
Key points are set out for successful joint development, taking into account lessons
learned from the past as well as more recent approaches from NATO panels and
bilateral groups, and new European defence initiatives and means. The latest
announcements of a NATO agreement between five European countries, including
France, on a new-generation rotorcraft capability adapted to the need for tactical
transport and assault show that the process has begun.
Consideration was given to evolving needs and threats and to available technologies,
whether transposable or needing to be created. And also to the methods and
procedures of such cooperation on the part of governments and armies or industry.
The analysis identified the following possible long-term joint, cooperative programmes:
1) heavy, tactical transport and assault helicopters;
2) very heavy helicopters;
3) specialised armed helicopters.
These different programmes could of course benefit from capabilities offered by highspeed concepts.
To this end, it is urgent to decide and implement fleet renewal by means of European
inter-army cooperation, and to harmonise requirements.
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The Air and Space Academy recommendation is therefore to prepare, without delay,
an agreement at State level on the three identified areas and allocate leadership
among participants in order to define the priority axes of a European cooperation
including the United Kingdom.
Issues to be considered include supply security, cost-effectiveness, interoperability
and logistical support as well as industrial aspects.

Michel WACHENHEIM
President of the Air and Space Academy (AAE)
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1

BACKGROUND

1.1 The beginnings
The use of helicopters by the armed forces of the various European countries began
after they were first employed by the US in Korea, mainly to meet medical evacuation
needs. Likewise during the Indochina War, with American rotorcraft either purchased
from the US or built under licence.

1.2 New missions
The Algerian War later gave rise to two developments:
• firstly, a broadening of the scope of missions to include tactical transport and
the use of air-to-ground weapons;
• secondly, the emergence of European (French) designed aircraft, such as the
Djinn and the Alouette II and III.
Naval missions, such as aircraft carrier rescue (Pedro) or anti-submarine warfare,
were also carried out by American helicopters.
These concepts were ramped up during the Vietnam War, both for operational tactical
transport and ground support missions, and also for “very heavy” transport. The
resulting specifications gave rise to the CH-47 (1961) and CH-53 (1975), as well as to
the development of specialised armed aircraft (AH-64 - 1976), thus boosting the US
military helicopter industry.

1.3 First wave
Meanwhile, the Europeans endeavoured to group together to develop new military
helicopters. The two main “aeronautical” countries at the time – France and the UK –
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signed an agreement in 1967 providing for the development and production of three
types of helicopters for their armed forces:
• a tactical transport helicopter, the Puma;
• a light observation helicopter, the Gazelle;
• a versatile medium helicopter, the Lynx.
800 to 850 aircraft were planned in all.
Approximately 3,100 would be built eventually, including export and civilian versions,
some 200 of which are still in service in the French and British armies. It is worth
noting that the Puma family gave rise to the Super-Puma/Cougar/H225M family, which
delivered its thousandth model in 2019.
However, these Franco-British aircraft would not be included in the fleets of other
European armies.

1.4 Second wave
European armies considered launching new programmes. In 1975, Germany, France
and the UK (but not Italy) signed the so-called Ditchley Park agreements in 1975,
which provided for the following task-sharing that served as a basis for the “second
wave” of European military programmes:
• Germany would be responsible for the future armed (anti-tank) helicopter;
• France for the future medium helicopter;
• the UK for the future heavy helicopter.
These three programmes were to be carried out in cooperation, both between governments and between industry. They would become respectively:
• the Tiger, a German-French cooperation (extended long afterwards to Spain);
• the NH90, within a NATO framework (predominantly French, with participation
from Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and later Portugal);
• the EH101, in a British and then Italian-British setting.
A thousand aircraft were planned, which has since almost been achieved (approx. 950
to date, a gap that can be explained by a reduced number of Tigers due to mission
changes linked to the collapse of the Eastern bloc).
The first deliveries of this second wave started around 2000, and the rotorcraft in
question are in service and will remain so for many years. Their architecture, of more
recent design and above all more modular than their American counterparts,
guaranteed a longer market presence than their American counterparts, even when
the latter benefited from upgrades.
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2

STATE OF PLAY: USERS AND THEIR
FLEETS

Appendix 1 presents, according to type and category (limited to very heavy, heavy and
specialised armed), the rotorcraft in service in the various countries of the European Union,
Norway, the UK and Switzerland (Appendix 2 presents a classification by country).
Medium (4 to 8 t) and light rotorcraft (twin- or single-engine) are not included: less
complex and readily available on the civilian market, they do not justify the setting up
of international programmes.
This list does not specify numbers of rotorcraft and does not distinguish between
those used by the navy and by land or air forces; it is likewise difficult in some cases
to distinguish between the armed forces and civil security forces or border police,
which are not the subject of this document.
Types of aircraft are classified by origin: American, European or Russian. Versions are
not specified.
A classification by performed mission would be more logical than a classification by
maximum take-off weight, but the great versatility of helicopters (excepting specialised
armed helicopters) has made it classification by maximum take-off weight more usual
(in addition, a distinction could be made between internal and external load carrying).
The following comments can be made:
• the only rotorcraft in service in Europe are helicopters (there are neither
compounds nor convertibles such as the American V22);
• the most recent types of aircraft came into service some 15 years ago, the
oldest types over 40 years ago;
• in Europe, there are two major players in the military market: Airbus and
Leonardo. American manufacturers (Boeing and Sikorsky) are also present
(particularly in the very heavy and specialised armed ranges) as well as
Russian Helicopters in Eastern Europe. The particular case of Poland should
not be overlooked, which has both Leonardo (PZL-Świdnik) and Sikorsky (PZL
Mielec) owned factories on its soil.
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3

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

3.1 Development
The main problems encountered in joint developments stem from the following factors:

1.
2.

•

differences in foreign policy, and thus of doctrines of use, are common between
European nations (particularly due to the consequences of the Second World
War and the collapse of the Eastern bloc); for example, in the case of the Tiger,
the French favoured intervention and the Germans pure defence. In spite of
the standardisation brought about by NATO, employment tactics may differ
(e.g. for the anti-tank mission of the Tigre);

•

programme funding (and the share taken by development, industrialisation,
production and support) is spread out over a long time; it can lead to the entry
into service of equipment with already outdated electronics, to the coexistence
of too many versions and to a reduction in the quantities initially planned,
thereby impacting profitability and unit costs;

•

the regulatory bases used have largely been those of civil regulations
(FAR-JAR-CS 27 and 29) but, unlike civil aircraft for which EASA certification is
“European”, military aircraft are qualified “country by country” (despite the
existence of bodies such as OCCAR1 and NAHEMA2); official services are also
more involved in the industrial process;

•

finally, equipment manufacturers and subcontractors are chosen according to
criteria that are as much political or economic as they are operational.

OCCAR: organisme conjoint de coopération en matière d’armement (Organisation for Joint Armament
Cooperation)
NAHEMA: NATO Helicopter Management Agency
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3.2 Industrialisation
The distribution of production processes and final assembly lines among the industrial
members of the programme is dictated by considerations linked to the development of
national industries rather than by economic trends of the programme.

3.3 Maintaining in operational condition
The maintenance in operational condition (MOC) of armed forces helicopters is a
considerable challenge:
• conditions of use are particularly severe (sand, saline atmosphere, detachment
in hostile environments, impacts from light weapons);
• support logistics are more complex than for aircraft operating from “fixed” air
bases;
• the availability of spare parts and efficiency of upgrading programmes is greatly
compromised if there are too many versions;
• ageing fleets can only make the situation worse.
These problems are common to all users, whether European or not, and are almost
always dealt with at national level alone, or even at the level of the individual forces.
In France, the forces are placing great hopes in the modernisation of all MOC
activities in order to bring lasting improvements to a tense situation, with higher
involvement of industry in more global support markets.
Such examples of industrial partnerships can also be seen in the United Kingdom and
Germany.
The cooperation aspect of programmes does not have any particular influence on the
problems mentioned above, other than a reduction in the cost of spare parts due to
the effect of series production.

3.4 Training
In the field of training, on the other hand, some positive effects of European
cooperation can be noted in both initial and in-service training, both for crews (Tiger)
and for mechanics (Tiger and NH90), in particular thanks to shared use of (expensive)
simulation resources. Harmonisation of basic training should however lead on to a
harmonisation of training for operational missions, inasmuch as the latter can be
harmonised or shared.
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4

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SHORT AND
MEDIUM TERM

The present situation of military helicopter fleets in Europe and their evolution in the
short (2025) and medium term (2035-2040) are detailed in Appendix 2.

4.1 Medium-term issues in France
With the exception of the HIL, Hélicoptère Interarmées Léger (Light Joint Helicopter),
for which the Guépard has been selected, no other helicopter programme is planned
in the LPM 2018-2025 (Military Programming Law), only the mid-life upgrade of the
Tigre (Mk 3) which is underway. However, in the draft 2021 budget currently under
discussion, a new section features initial funding for preliminary studies on the
replacement of the Puma, Cougar, Caracal and even NH90 TTH and NFH helicopters
by 2040 and beyond, known as the New Generation tactical utility helicopter
(Hélicoptère de manœuvre nouvelle génération, HM-NG).
A few problems would seem to remain unsolved to date.
First of all, the Guépard (5-6 t, medium utility helicopter) is not designed to replace the
Super Puma/Cougar (maximum weight of 7 to 9 tonnes, heavy aircraft), because its
transport capabilities are too low. A decision had to be taken in 2020 to procure
additional heavy helicopters to ensure their essential mission, particularly in terms of
SAR (Search and Rescue). The French air force, which already has Caracal
helicopters in its fleet, obtained an order for eight additional Caracal helicopters in
2020 for this purpose.
One might also wonder about the eventual disappearance from the fleet of light
helicopters which are very present in the fleets of our allies. Using the Guépard to carry
out simple training and liaison missions will be much more expensive than equipping
the forces with a number of twin-engine (or even single-engine) light helicopters with
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much lower operating costs. Light H135/145 (or even H125) helicopters, recent models
in service with the Gendarmerie Nationale, could meet this need.
On this point, the US Army has equipped itself with the UH72 Lakota for light helicopter
missions, based on the twin-engine H145 helicopter.
Finally, there remains the question of equipping French forces with very heavy
helicopters. France’s main European partners – the UK, Italy, Spain and the
Netherlands – are equipped with Boeing CH-47 Chinooks (maximum weight 22
tonnes) and Sikorsky CH-53s (maximum weight 19 tonnes). The design of these
rotorcraft dates back to the 1960s and 1970s. The EH101 (designed in 1975/80) is
also used by a number of European countries (Denmark, Italy, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, UK).
Given the design age of aircraft used elsewhere in Europe, a European response to
the need for very heavy transport aircraft could be envisaged, with an entry into
service around 2035-2040.
To help resolve short-term problems, the armed forces could draw inspiration from
what exists for military transport aircraft within the European Air Transport Command.
It should be recalled that the operational need for heavy helicopters was the subject
of a Franco-German analysis between 1998 and 2000.
The operational objective was to transport standardised containers comprising
command, communication and field hospital modules as close as possible to theatres
of operations from secure rear bases where assets and forces were located. Transport
in a single “flight segment”, without changing air carriers, represented a gain.
Eurocopter at the time had proposed a twin-rotor tandem configuration in cooperation
with Boeing, which has not been followed up.
On the French side, to date, heavy transport capability is not included in the list of
programmes in the LPM, although possibilities for the leasing of helicopters by the air
force seem to be under consideration.
On the German side, the CH53G filled the slot, but no commitment had been obtained
for its renewal as of the end of 2019.

4.2 Medium term issues in Europe
In Europe, unlike in France, the issue of very heavy helicopters does not arise, neither
does the question of specialised armed helicopters, because of forthcoming upgrades
of rotorcraft in service (often American).
A need will begin to arise though due to ageing heavy aircraft (except for the NH90).
On 19 November 2020, five countries (Germany, UK, Italy, Greece and France) signed
a letter of intent within the NATO framework to jointly develop an entirely new
helicopter capability. This multinational “Next Generation Rotorcraft Capability”
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(NGRC) project aims to take over from the generations of multi-purpose medium/
heavy helicopters in 2040 and beyond. This is consistent with the French 2021 budget
as adopted, which shows an initial funding of preliminary studies for the replacement
of the Puma, Cougar, Caracal and even NH90 TTH and NFH helicopters by 2040 and
thereafter. It leaves the door open to reflections on a tactical utility helicopter and the
need for high speed. It should be noted, on this subject, that the British Ministry of
Defence signed a letter of intent with the United States in July 2020 to participate in
the Joint Multirole Rotorcraft, which includes the Future Vertical Lift programme, and
is currently developing solutions for high-speed military rotorcraft (approx. 400 km/h).
Similarly, Italian budgetary documents published in September mention the possible
participation of the Leonardo group in the FVL programme.
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WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE?

The question of replacing fleets that were launched in the 1980s and that will gradually
reach the end of their lives from 2035-2040 must be seriously considered. In view of
the difficulty and time needed for European convergence in the field of armaments
programmes, it is important that the major European countries with a helicopter
industry – France, Germany, Spain, Italy and even Poland – rapidly set up initiatives
in this direction, involving the UK, with whom cooperation has been important in the
past. This is clearly the notion underpinning the agreement of the five NATO countries
(Germany, Italy, UK, Greece and France) referred to above.
It goes without saying that this process will have to involve the Staffs; indeed, in
addition to the choice of technical and operational performance criteria and an
assessment of available architectures and technologies (all subjects detailed in
Appendix 3), prior harmonisation of doctrines of use would seem imperative.
In particular, it is important to look into the operational possibilities of the new higherspeed concepts, which do not currently seem to be addressed in Europe; the arrival
of VTOL UAV programmes (particularly for the Marines) should also be taken into
consideration.
Appendix 4 gives examples of “innovative” projects and improved “classic” projects
that could give rise to developments for future programmes.

5.1 Key points for a future joint European
military helicopter programme
Based on various analyses, a list of key points for joint development can be drawn up:
• first and foremost, a convergence of operational needs:
- the “driver” for decision-makers in military procurement services is cost
(acquisition, use, maintenance): from the outset, products must be
conceived according to the “design to cost” principle, right up to end of life,
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-

•

•

“multi-mission” and “multi-equipment” capability must emphasise versatility and the possibility of rapid conversions (a carrier equipped with
EVASAN (MedEvac) or commando transport for example),

consider new forms of combat and threats from unsophisticated equipment,
e.g. that used in counter-terrorism, anti-guerrilla warfare, urban combat, etc.,
and adjust requirements in terms of operational capabilities; consider threats
to means of communication and GPS positioning;
weigh up the most demanding missions, the most frequent missions, the
missions requiring the heaviest equipment, and identify the “lowest common
denominator”.

The following points are fundamental to the construction of a joint forces programme in
European cooperation:
• the key phase is the harmonisation of operational and technical specifications;
• proper cohesion of industrial partners (coop-etition);
• coordination of national budgets and timing of funding;
• coordination of financial commitments and orders;
• obtain the broadest possible commonality base between versions;
• consider certification/qualification aspects from the outset and once again seek
the broadest common basis for the corresponding process;
• set up an international agency attached to the executive level of the partner
states to act as contracting authority and oversee the programme; also
establish an industry equivalent.
On this last point, if the NGRC agreement were to be transformed into a programme,
the example of the NH90 – a programme that also stemmed from a NATO staff requirement, led by NATO agency NAHEMA – should be repeated, naturally drawing on the
lessons of the past to ensure smooth running of the various stages of the programme.
In order to safeguard future upgrades:
• impose an open, modular system architecture for flight and mission systems;
• use mature technologies and consider development cost in relation to overall
costs over the lifetime of the aircraft.

5.2 What new programmes?
With a view to strategic independence, the above considerations could be applied, in
Europe, to the following programmes, with a view to entry into service from 2040
onwards:
• new heavy helicopters: programmes that could be a part of the HM-NG project,
or even that of the NH90 successor;
• new very heavy helicopters;
• new specialised armed helicopters.
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In addition, unmanned versions of manned aircraft or VTOL drones could appear (in
view of the very rapid development of doctrines for use in external theatres of operations).
The growing need for low-altitude land or naval reconnaissance aircraft is paving the
way for a new range of VTOL UAVs. While their platform technology falls into the
category of light (e.g. Cabri) or ultra-light helicopters, which are often already available
or have low development costs, the same cannot be said for their complex onboard
systems and ground stations which must offer a minimum of interoperability.
A European reflection is needed in this area in which interoperability is the major axis
of a common defence and at a time when many helicopters are appearing on the
market and doctrines of use are evolving very quickly.
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CONCLUSIONS

Lack of preparation for the renewal of military helicopter fleets within the 2035 timeline
has been widely discussed in past months in French national defence and parliamentary circles. Clearly, the situation is starting to change.
The analysis carried out by the Air and Space Academy is intended to describe and
recommend actions to correct a situation that is not peculiar to France but concerns
almost all European nations, in order to avoid certain countries having recourse to
American or Russian supplies.
This analysis does not take into account the sustainable supply of light helicopters
weighing less than 4 tonnes, which is not really threatened thanks to an abundant
supply of civilian aircraft from the two European manufacturers Airbus and Leonardo
whose moderate conversion costs remain within the reach of any state’s finances.
In the category of medium helicopters weighing between 4 and 8 tonnes, innovative
products are being developed by Airbus (Guépard) and Leonardo.
The crux of the problem arises for the renewal of the class of heavy and very heavy
helicopter (6 to 22 tonnes) and for specialised armed helicopters which have much
higher development costs possibly exceeding the individual resources of states. For
these categories, collective funding is a realistic option, as long as a reasonable
degree of harmonisation of the needs of the various armed forces is achieved.
When it comes to promoting Europe’s independence and sovereignty vis-à-vis
American, Russian or Chinese competition, it is high time to consider launching new
cooperative programmes, given development cycles from preliminary studies to entry
into service that are measured in decades (10 years for the Franco-British
Puma-Gazelle-Lynx programmes, 25 years for the European Tiger and NH90
programmes). The fact that these cooperation programmes between states take some
considerable time, mainly because of difficulties harmonising defence policy and
armed forces’ requirements, shows how urgent it is today to start the process if we are
to achieve a successful conclusion before 2040!
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Attention should be focused on three categories (heavy – very heavy – specialised
armed) for which the situation will become critical by 2040. In addition to conventional
helicopters, it is important not to neglect the emergence of innovative concepts: very
fast rotorcraft offered by “convertible” and “compound” architectures.
The concept of very fast rotorcraft, tried and tested with the American Osprey
convertible, which has demonstrated its operational effectiveness in the US, must be
examined carefully.
Indeed, there are many innovative projects: first in Europe with the demonstrators of
the Clean Sky civil programme, the Airbus Racer (compound) and Leonardo
NextGenTiltRotor (convertible, strongly inspired by the BA609), due for prototype flight
in 2021-2023, then in the United States with the Bell 280 Valor (convertible) and the
Sikorsky SB1 Defiant (compound), and in Russia with the NHC MiX1 (compound).

Figure 1:
Example of
compound,
Defiant
(SikorskyBoeing) ©
Boeing

Figure 2:
Example of
convertible,
Valor 280 (Bell
Textron) © Bell

If such developments are launched, technical continuity is assured for 2050 and
beyond. For Europe, however, the first issue is that of an evolution in military
employment doctrine, leading on to a convergence of needs, taking into account the
rising cost of ownership of these new types of aircraft. Europe has taken an ambitious
option with the Clean Sky programme. By 2025 at the latest, a decision will have to
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be taken, on the basis of the demonstration flight results, as to whether this experience
should be transposed to the military domain with the goal of an entry into service from
2040 onwards, taking advantage in terms of costs of all the technical advances made
thanks to Clean Sky.

6.1 Heavy helicopters
This class of 8 t - 13 t helicopters will begin to reach attrition term from 2030 onwards,
despite successive upgrades to older design aircraft (1980s). Only the NH90 is of
more recent design and will be capable of carrying out operational missions until
2050.
This segment (targeted by the HM-NG) is the one with the best prospects of profitability from investment because of the large number of units to be produced. Studies
launched in the NATO framework by four European countries associated with the
United Kingdom is the beginning of a partial response. But, in our opinion, the
European Union should join this programme, without waiting for the successor to the
NH90 (after 2050); it would thus become a truly European programme by extending
the partnership to other EU countries.
Finally, it should be noted that this segment is the most coveted for export prospects.

6.2 Very heavy helicopters
There is no very heavy helicopter, weighing more than 13 tonnes, in the French army
fleet, leading France to hire the services of European armies engaged in the same
external operations. These other European armies are equipped with American CH-47
and CH-53 helicopters, which are themselves ageing; planned upgrades will not take
them beyond the operational threshold of the 2040s. The question arises as to
whether the European Union and the United Kingdom should move into this segment,
even if the number of units to be produced remains limited, in order to ensure their
independence and gain a competitive advantage over future American projects
already mentioned, or even Russian projects not yet identified.

6.3 Specialised armed helicopters
Specialised armed helicopters are represented by the European Airbus (Tiger) and
Leonardo (Mangusta) models, which are recent enough to operate until 2050 with the
Tigre Mk3 and the replacement of the Mangusta by the AW249. The other European
provisions of the American Apache and the older Mi-24 or Mi-35 will be threatened
with obsolescence from 2030 onwards. The American Bell Invictus or Sikorsky Raider
projects represent the next generation. In view of the greater development complexity
of these weapons systems, preliminary studies must be launched now in order to
ensure a European successor from 2040 onwards.
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RECOMMENDATION

Even if 2040 seems a long way off, it is urgent to decide on the renewal of military
helicopter fleets. Pooling needs and efforts will make it possible to maintain
independent European supply in the most cost-effective way, with a guarantee of
interoperability and an optimisation of logistic support.
The three segments described above must therefore be examined without delay, at
European level, and with the involvement of the United Kingdom, in order to identify
the priorities for European cooperation, which has already proved its worth in the past.
The Ditchley Park agreements in 1975 made it possible to launch the second wave of
European military helicopters in cooperation.
The Academy’s recommendation is that future military helicopter programmes be
based on a broad governmental agreement between EU countries, involving the
United Kingdom, according to which the piloting of each identified slot be distributed
between the main partners. Discussions along the lines of such an agreement should
be launched simultaneously.
This approach should be inspired by the European Defence Agency’s capability
analyses and take into account the reflections of the NATO AVT 245 group. From the
outset, it implies the cohesion of states and industrial partners and the harmonisation
of specifications on the part of users. The first step for the next generation of
helicopters taken within the NATO framework by the five European countries seems
to prefigure a certain determination in this area.
It should be stressed, however, that for such programmes to be launched it is vital to first
secure a reasonable degree of common specifications between armies, as well as the
relevant industrial agreements and proper funding arrangements on the part of each of
the partner states, for the duration of the development and industrialisation process.
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APPENDIX 1: EUROPEAN USERS AND THEIR FLEETS

(Source: Wikipedia 2019)

Very heavy helicopters (over 13 t)
CH-47: Spain, Italy, Netherlands, United Kingdom
CH-53: Germany
EH101: Denmark, Italy, Norway, Poland, Portugal, UK

Heavy helicopters (8 to 13 t)
UH/SH 60: Austria, Croatia, Greece, Netherlands, Slovakia, Spain
Super Puma/Cougar and H225M (Caracal): Bulgaria, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland
NH90: Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden
PZL W3: Czech Republic, Poland
Mi-8 and Mi-17: Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Slovakia

Specialised armed helicopters
AH-64: Greece, Netherlands, United Kingdom
Tigre: France, Germany, Spain
A129: Italy
Mi-24 and Mi-35: Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia

Number of helicopters in service in the European armies
(Source Wikipedia 2016)
The main owners in descending order are as follows (NB: given the differences
between the sources of information and their chronology, these totals may be different
from those mentioned in the text):
France:
434

UK:
425

Italy:
335

Germany:
279

Poland:
225

Greece:
216

Spain:
141

Netherlands:
75

Romania:
66

Austria:
56

Czechia:
52

Sweden:
49

Belgium:
36

Slovakia:
35

Denmark:
34

Hungary:
31

Finland:
27

Portugal:
23
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APPENDIX 2:

THE EVOLUTION OF EUROPEAN FLEETS
IN THE SHORT TO MEDIUM TERM

French armed forces helicopters
The current fleet
The fleet is extremely heterogeneous: a majority of old or very old fleets, designed
over 30 years ago, which are difficult to maintain in activity with increasingly expensive
maintenance, coexist with more recent fleets (Tigre, NH90 Caiman, Caracal) that
provide much greater capabilities but are relatively limited in size, with higher
operating and maintenance costs due to the sophistication of the new aircraft and their
engines, much more powerful and complex than previous ones.
In 2020, the French armed forces possess 433 helicopters (293 army, 76 air force,
64 navy):
• 182 medium and heavy helicopters: 107 Puma, Super Puma/Cougar and
H225M/Caracal, and 75 NH90;
• 69 Tigre;
• 194 medium and light helicopters.

The 2019-2025 Military Planning Act (LPM)
This law provides for the final delivery of 22 NH90s, the end of the transformation of
HAP Tigres into HADs and the withdrawal of some of the oldest machines.
The number of helicopters in the armed forces will decrease by 23 machines and in
2025 the armed forces should have 410 helicopters:
• 178 medium and heavy helicopters: 81 Puma, Super Puma/Cougar and
H225M/Caracal, and 97 NH90;
• 67 Tigre;
• 165 medium and light helicopters (the Guépard segment).

The 2030 target
This target is 414 machines in service:
• 178 medium and heavy helicopters: 77 Puma, Super Puma/Cougar and H225/
Caracal, and 101 NH90;
• 67 Tigre;
• 169 medium and light helicopters.
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The LPM provides for the launch of the Joint Light Helicopter (Hélicoptère interarmées
léger - HIL) to replace six of the armed forces’ light and medium helicopter fleets in the
long term. The Guépard, based on the Airbus Helicopters H160 helicopter which made
its maiden flight in 2015, is a modern twin-engine helicopter with a maximum weight of
6 tonnes, one tonne more than the Dauphin/Panther. It is intended to be the successor
to the single- or twin-turbine light helicopters (2 to 3 tonnes) and the medium-sized
Dauphin/Panther helicopters that will eventually be withdrawn from service; the
Guépard can also take over some of the missions of the Puma. 169 Guépards have
been announced with first delivery scheduled in 2026.

UK armed forces helicopters
The current fleet
Army
•
•

AH-64 Apache: 67 manufactured by Westland (+48?);
AS350 Squirrel (Écureuil): 38 for training, under replacement by the H135 and
H145 (4 ordered in 2020).

RAF
•

Merlin HC3: 28 of which are being upgraded to the Commando version to
replace the Sea Kings;
• CH-47: approx. 50 in service;
• Puma: 24 (upgraded).
Navy fleet air arm
•
•

Wildcat (AgustaWestland): 26, the last one delivered in 2016 (nth version of
the Lynx);
EH101: 56, of which 44 in service.

Recent acquisitions
The UK has acquired four more Airbus Helicopters H145s for its dedicated helicopter
crew training fleet as part of its UKMFTS scheme (UK Military Flying Training System).
Within the framework of the UKMFTS, the UK was the first country to take delivery of
the upgraded H135, equipped with the Helionix avionics suite developed by Airbus
Helicopters to increase performance and improve flight safety.

Medium-term forecast
The UK Ministry of Defence is actively preparing the long-term requirements for the
replacement of the medium helicopter fleet from mid-2030 (or late 2030).
Several investigations were underway in 2017:
• Multi-Role Capability Investigation (MRCI), led by the army;
• Maritime Organic Aviation Capability (MOAC), led by the navy.
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The analysis option is based on the fact that the current Merlin (EH101), Puma and
Wildcat (latest version of the Lynx) fleets must be replaced by a single aircraft type.
The benefit of a joint programme will be to increase commonality and thereby significantly reduce the logistics footprint.
In parallel with the MRCI and MOAC studies, the UK is also embarking on capability
enhancement programmes for its attack and transport fleets. In 2016 the UK
announced its intention to replace its existing Apache fleet with 50 new AH-64Es; the
same approach will be applied to the Chinook fleet over the next decade.
Finally, it is worth noting an important element for the future of a European
rotorcraft:
The UK MoD recently signed a letter of intent (on 14 July 2020) to participate in the
US Joint Multirole Rotorcraft programme; it is the first state to sign such a
commitment. The goal is to modernise helicopter fleets by 2023-2027.
The British are focusing on building greater shared operational capabilities between
the US and UK.
Their objectives are:
• to share communication networks;
• long-range precision firing (bilateral development capability);
• to use the FVL (Future Vertical Lift) programme to move towards the new generation of rotorcraft (reminder: the response to the FLRAA (Future Long-Range
Assault Aircraft) consists of a compound and a tiltrotor);
• consolidate navigation, localisation and timing systems.
This letter of intent probably accompanies the effective involvement of GKN Aerospace
for structures and Rolls Royce for engines in the FLRAA VALOR (Bell) programme.

German armed forces helicopters
Current fleet
•
•
•

Army: 10 Bo 105, 14 EC135, 7 EC145, 68 Tigre, 88 NH90
Air force: 17 H145, 3 Cougar, 78 CH-53
Navy: 20 Lynx, 22 Sea King, 18 NH90

Medium-term forecasts
As part of the CH-53G replacement, a tender was issued for the Sikorsky CH-53K,
which was subsequently cancelled.
An additional order for 31 NH90s for the navy was recently placed.
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Italian army helicopters
Current fleet
•
•
•

Army: 17 AW109, 58 Mangusta, 18 AB212, 22 B412, 60 NH90, 18 CH-47
Chinook;
Air force: 48 Nardi NH-500 (light helicopter), 32 AB212, 3 AW101;
Navy: 36 AB212, 17+56 NH90, 24 SH3 Sea King , 22 EH101 Merlin.

Medium-term forecasts
Replacement of 58 Mangusta with 48 AW249 (7-8 t) around 2025.

Spanish army helicopters
Current fleet
•
•
•

Army: 5 AB212 (will be decommissioned in 2023), 10 AS332, 17 AS532 Cougar,
22+16 NH90, 17 CH-47 Chinook, 24 Tiger (6 HAP + 18 HAD);
Air force: 15 EC120 Colibri, 8 S76 Spirit, 8 AS332 , 4 AS532 Cougar, 2 NH90;
Navy: 7 AB212, SH-60 Seahawk (12 SH-60B and 8 SH-60F), SH-3 Sea King (7),
7 NH90; 6 Hughes 500.

Modernisation:
•
•
•

CH-47 Chinook D to F (ongoing: 17 a/c);
SH-60B Seahawk (under study: 12 a/c);
Tiger MKIII (OCCAR Multinational Programme) (6 a/c HAP + 18 a/c HAD).

Acquisition:
NH90
•
•
•
•

Army (in progress: 16 a/c phase 1 + 10 a/c phase 2. Total expected 48 a/c);
Air force (in progress: 6 a/c phase 1 + 6 a/c phase 2. Total expected 28 a/c);
Navy MTH (under development: 7 a/c phase 2);
Navy NFH (under development). Total expected for the Navy (MTH+NFH): 28
a/c).

SH-60F Seahawk: (in progress) (8 a/c).
H135 (joint communiqué government - Airbus): 36 a/c in phase 1 extended to 59 a/c
in phase 2).
MH-60R: under study as an alternative to SH-60B Seahawk modernisation (n/a)
pending NH90 arrival.
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Dutch armed forces helicopters
Current fleet
•
•
•

Army: 27 Bo 105, 3 AB412;
Air force: 3 Dauphin, 28 AH-64, 15 Cougar, 18 CH-47 (20 on order for replacement);
Navy: 22 Lynx, 20 NH90.

Polish army helicopters
The trend is to replace Soviet-origin products with “Western” products, possibly
manufactured locally; as a reminder, let us mention the political problems created by
the cancellation of the H225M Caracal order.

Swedish armed forces helicopters
53 aircraft of three different types, including 18 NH90 TTH and 18 NH90 NFH versions,
under one command for all forces.
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APPENDIX 3:

EVOLUTION OF NEEDS,
ARCHITECTURES AND TECHNOLOGIES

The evolution of requirements
A NATO working group belonging to the Advanced Vehicle Technologies (AVT)
consortium and focused on the specifications for the military rotorcraft of the future
(NATO-AVT-145) put together these specifications according to rotorcraft performance,
operational requirements and budgetary criteria (the critical points on which budgetary
choices will be based).
The keywords are not revolutionary, the requirements are mostly in continuity,
however the types of interventions (external counter-terrorist), and the configuration
of the environments (heat, altitude, sand, ...) may lead to an increase in priority on
rotorcraft performance.
The performance criteria relate to:
• speed, agility, range;
• the ability to maintain significant performance at altitude and high temperatures;
• carrying capacity: payload, internal and external;
• reducing the necessary ground logistics (refuelling, servicing, maintenance,
etc.);
• taking human factors into account in system design;
• a “full life” rotorcraft definition, enabling the aircraft to evolve during its life.
In operational terms:
• increase operational availability (24/7) (including the human factors relating to
crews);
• increase operational efficiency, all-weather flight capability, including (and
especially) in degraded conditions (better flight and mission systems and also
human factors once again);
• survivability qualities;
• include from the outset maintenance and support criteria at all levels (ease of
access to key parts and systems);
• offer the option of manned/unmanned for some rotorcraft (in terms of flight and
mission autonomy);
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•

finally, fleet harmonisation and a certain level of commonality are becoming
important criteria, as can be seen in the European and US choices for joint
programmes.

On this type of criteria, interoperability between rotorcraft of different nationalities operating together in the same theatre can play a significant role.
At this stage, and in the course of recent cooperative programmes, no “joint
doctrine of use” has emerged. This could be an important step forward in a
future European programme.
In terms of budgetary investment, this analysis was carried out both by government
agencies and by industry:
• seek civil/military commonality (applicable for certain types of aircraft: transport,
training, medical and support missions);
• prioritise “COTS” (Commercial Off The Shelf) equipment available on the
market when not specific to military missions;
• reduce the number of rotorcraft types in a fleet (impact on training but also on
maintenance and spare parts logistics);
• reduce the cost of the machine at acquisition and in operation;
• favour national industry (retaining the skills deemed essential).
This last point is a sensitive one in Europe, where industrialists are multinational, whether helicopter manufacturers, system builders or equipment
suppliers, and can make an analysis of the national DTIB (Defence Technology
Industrial Base) very complex.
In any case, it is certain that this point is entirely a political one.

The evolution of architectures and technologies (and the
consideration of new technological threats)
The analysis of the NATO AVT-145 working group also brought together the major
issues in terms of architecture and technologies, identifying the specific needs of
VTOL-type carriers (traditional helicopters or innovative architectures), the technologies specific to these aircraft and those that could come from other sectors: crosscutting technologies.
In terms of innovative architectures, the many developments to which the idea of
manned/unmanned rotorcraft for urban air mobility has given rise is an example of
what can be imagined. If electric propulsion does not seem to be a sufficiently efficient
solution at the current stage, particularly in terms of autonomy without recharge,
hybrid propulsion could offer an operational alternative. (Indeed, the specificities of
hovering, vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) require a high power capacity.)
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The technologies related to the rotorcraft are key points for mission efficiency, flight
safety and public acceptability, and are very specific to rotorcraft. They relate to:
• reduction of radiated noise but also of internal noise, reduction of vibrations
(comfort and fatigue of the crew or passengers but also of the onboard
equipment);
• the lightening of structures: payload/empty weight ratio (including once again
the level of vibration...);
• standards (and environmental requirements);
• advanced, high-performance flight and mission systems (sensors, information
collection, management and retrieval);
• advanced design and modelling tools (simulation and training).
Finally, it is important to identify innovative technologies developed for other applications, not necessarily aeronautic, from which the helicopter and VTOL sector can
benefit. Their level of maturity is different and their adaptation to helicopters will
require an R&D effort.
The main points of interest:
• materials: lightweight, “self-healing”, armoured, windscreen/display screens;
• data collection and management, big data, analysis, etc;
• cyber protection;
• maximum integration of human in the loop: mission safety and efficiency
aspects (also closely linked to data management);
• certification support tools: formal methods for analysing and resolving failures,
etc.
The importance of integrating humans into the system loop must be emphasised.
Progress in the neurosciences, various studies into workloads during complex
missions and decision-making processes now make it possible to establish a human
digital model, and simulations currently being carried out by the ONERA team are
particularly relevant and of great interest to international teams.
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APPENDIX 4:

NEW DEVELOPMENTS LIKELY TO COME
INTO SERVICE BY 2040

In the United States
In 2015-2016, the Pentagon launched a fleet renewal programme called “Future
Vertical Lift”, comprising the development of five “Capability Sets”. Of the five
capability sets, two are funded: CS3 and CS1.
The specifications and technologies available or to be developed are based on the
thinking behind the Joint Multirole Rotorcraft (JMR).

Very fast (or even long-range) category (CS3-FLRAA)
Two competitors in the FLRAA (Future Long Range Assault Aircraft) framework to
replace the UH-60 and half of the AH-64s around 2035:
• Bell V 280 Valor Convertible (26t - 520 km/h - 1500 km) with an unmanned
variant V-247 Vigilant;
• Sikorsky Boeing SB-1 Defiant counter-rotating rotors/pusher propeller
compound (13.6t, 460 km/h, 420 km.

Medium Fast Helicopter Category (CS1-FARA)
Two competitors in the FARA (Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft) category:
• Bell 360 Invictus: conventional single-engine helicopter (7t, 330 km/h) with
tandem crew;
• Sikorsky Raider counter-rotating rotors/pusher propeller (5.2t, 370km/h), sideby-side crew.
In addition, the US is planning to replace:
•
•
•
•
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the MH-60 in 2032 (CS2);
half of the AH-64 and the Cobras with a heavier aircraft (CS4);
the CH-47 and CH-53 (which could be harmonised with the Europeans) (CS5);
the V22 of the Marines.
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In Europe
Two demonstrators within the framework of Clean Sky:
• Leonardo Helicopters NextGenTiltrotor Convertible (7t, 500 km/h);
• Airbus Helicopters Racer single-rotor/twin-propeller compound (6/7 t, 450 km/h).

In Russia
High Speed Combat Helicopter Demonstrator
•

NHC (Mil-Kamov fusion) Mi X1 single rotor / pusher propeller compound (7t 500 km/h, 600 km.

Multimission
•
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Mil Mi 54 single rotor (4,7t - 260 km/h - 600 km).
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